


  January 28, 1986
        e Florida morning is cold. e space shuttle

Challenger         is at the Kennedy Space Center. It is

   ready to launch. Technicians   check the   rockets. Seven

     astronauts climb into the shuttle. Challenger    has taken o

        nine times before. Everybody expects this launch to work.

          e space shuttle takes o. Immediately, one of the rockets

           starts to smoke. People from all over the US watch. Something

            is wrong. e space shuttle breaks apart 1 minute and 13 seconds

             aer it launched. e pieces fall from the sky. ey land in the

 Atlantic Ocean.

             All seven astronauts died. e US Navy found the shuttle more than two

           months later. Some of the astronauts were buried in Arlington National

        Cemetery in Virginia. Others were buried in their hometowns.

Challenger

technician:  someone
   who looks after

 technical equipment
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   Did you know?
   The space shuttle Challenger   rst took

        o in 1983. It was the second shuttle

    in NASA’s Space Shuttle Program.

   Smoke from the
Challenger    could be seen

    all the way across Florida.
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 Space Shuttles

       e Apollo missions to the Moon had

      gone very well. e US government
     wanted more space missions. It

      decided to build ve space shuttles.

      Every shuttle could be reused. e
     rst shuttle took o in 1981.

 Too Cold

     is was the Space Shuttle   Ch al l e n g e r’s    10th launch.

         It had been delayed ve times. Scientists said that

 the          weather was bad. ey said the same thing the
          morning of the accident. e scientists knew that it was

           too cold. Some parts of the rockets would not work the

       right way. But the shuttle was launched anyway.

  How and Why
          Historical events rarely have only one simple cause. Many dierent

—         —  things such as certain events or changing ways of thinking work

              together to shape the future. Take a moment to explore some of the things

     that led to the disasterous C h al l eng er mission.
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 Broken O‑Ring

      ere are rockets on the shuttle.

 e      rockets are sealed with O‑rings,
      small circles of rubber that create

       a seal between two pieces of metal.

       Because it was cold, the O‑rings were
       not very exible. One of them broke

     during lio. Burning fuel escaped

       from the rocket. is put stress on
     the shuttle. It broke into pieces.

Impatience

    ere was an investigation

     aer the accident. It found
 that   NASA managers

    had made bad decisions.

    ey didn’t listen when
    scientists told them that

    the launch was dangerous.

     ey didn’t want to delay
  the launch again.
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  What Happened Next
        e United States was very upset. Television showed

         videos of the disaster. It was played over and

        over again on the news. One of the Challenger 

       astronauts who got the most media attention

       was Christa McAulie. She’d been on talk

       shows before the launch. e people loved her.

       at night, President Reagan planned to give

 the    State of the Union    speech. Instead, he

   talked about the Challenger     crew. He wanted to

         comfort the nation. Even though there had been a

         disaster, people couldn’t lose hope. He promised that the

    space program would go on.

     President Reagan put together a committee.      It was led by William

            Rogers. It was known as the Rogers Commission. Its job was to

          gure out why the shuttle came apart. e Navy immediately

          began to search for the shuttle’s wreckage. ey pulled many

            pieces out of the ocean. Many scientists studied the pieces of the

        shuttle. ey wanted to understand what caused the disaster.

   State of the Union:     a speech given by
       the US president to the US Congress,

    usually delivered once a year

committee:     a group of people
      chosen for a specic reason, or

    to accomplish a specic task
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